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"These True Stories of Healing are Guaranteed to Encourage, Inspire, Enlighten and Motivate
You"Would a proven way of eating (one that has already helped tens of thousands reverse
disease and stay healthy) be worth some consideration? These folks would say, "YES!"-- Larry,
a retired college teacher, was diagnosed with prostrate cancer Years later, he is still going strong
after refusing to go the conventional medial route at all.-- Justin is a singer who was diagnosed
with (of all things) cancer in the throat. Yet, just a year later, he witnessed doctors call in
technicians to see if the x-ray machine was broken because the cancer wasn’t appearing on the
screen anymore.-- Judy was diagnosed with "incurable" Multiple Sclerosis 20 years ago. Her
most recent brain scan showed that all of the lesions she once had on her brain are now gone.--
Karen is a legal professional. She suffered a sudden case of paralysis while still a young woman
who was about to begin pursuing her career. After finally being diagnosed with Lupus years later,
she turned to nutrition, and is now 95% free of all its symptoms.-- Suzy suffered from bi-polar
disorder for decades. Then one day, she heard a man speak who opened a door of knowledge
and showed her how living foods could bring incredible healing. After doctors told her she’d
“never” be able to get off powerful psychotropic medicines, she hasn't even taken an aspirin in
years.-- Lee is a successful business owner whose life became overwhelmed by a strange
"mental fog." But a friend however, shared with him exactly what to do after doctors informed
Lee that he had brain cancer.-- Faye suffered with severe digestive problems and pain
throughout her body for years. After many desperate attempts to find a solution, a visit to a living
foods retreat center brought about a stunning reversal to her condition ... in just 4 days.--
Mariana had been overweight and sickly for years (ever since she was a child). As her sickness
progressed into a diagnosis of breast cancer, a friend told her about whole foods and a healing
center where she could learn more about them. Thus began a journey that put her on the road to
recovery.-- Danny began waking up each morning with arthritic pain and stiffness that became
so bad he’d have to take a hot shower for an hour just to get his joints limber enough to go to
work. His doctors said he was headed for a wheelchair. So Danny spent many weeks, reading
book-after-book, until one day, he made a dramatic discovery … and quickly became 95% pain-
free.-- Jerrod was a Nascar race driver with a lovely wife and his whole life in front of him … until
a diagnosis of stage-4 melanoma threatened to take it all away. Then he remembered a “crazy
diet” his aunt and uncle had done for their health ... and is now in the best physical shape of his
entire life.-- Samuel is an international lawyer and human rights advocate whose career (and life)
was nearly cut short with a diagnosis of “massive bladder cancer.” Now he continues to defy
medical odds with a nutritional routine that contains mostly fresh vegetables and fruits.Living
Food Cures is meant to encourage those who are facing some of the most common chronic
diseases in our time. Would you like to see if this will work for you?
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Judy, “Healing miracles of food. I really enjoyed this book. The information shared and the
reasoning given for diet change is so understandable that you want to make those changes right
now. The testimonies are so inspiring. I would tell anybody who is not feeling well to read this
book!”

David In Honolulu, Hawaii, “Dynamite Comes In Small Packages!. An Awesome Book That Is A
Quick, Easy, Enjoyable, Read, And Has So Much Good Information On The Subject Of Nutrition,
Cures, Healing, And Prevention Of So Many Diseases!You Will Want To Purchase Copies Of
This Book For Your Loved Ones.David In Honolulu, Hawaii”

Josie H., “but it seems to be valid and useful.. I have not finished this one yet, but it seems to be
valid and useful.”

medicine Woman, “Five Stars. Love t thx medicine”

Annya Bell, “Four Stars. OK book”

Joe V. Williams, “Great book to begin your life change of diet. Great book to begin your life
change of diet. Only wish it had some recipes in it. But it does a good job of raising awareness.”

Debbieg, “Received as expected. I received the ordered books in excellent condition and in the
time expected.  I would buy something from this seller again.”

Ms. Jacqueline Paterson, “Inspiring. I really enjoyed this book and found it very inspiring
especially.after searching for many years to find help in my own health problems.I started juicing
just over a week ago and have already noticed an improvement in my skin and energy levels.It's
comforting to know that we hold the key to our own wellness and don'tneed to look to other
people or travel the globe for answers.I.can't believe it took me so long to come to this
knowledge and have spent so much money on various therapies that didn't help while missing
the obvious. I'm grateful that at last I am on this road and feel excited now about the
improvements I know will happen.I hope everyone will try this way of life and find recovery and
increased well being.”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 13 people have provided feedback.
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